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ABSTRACT

In contemporary democracy fiscal policy is not employed for the fiscal control of necessary state ac

generation of deficits which causes the state to feed on itself, expands enormously in the serv

interests and is contrary to the public’s interest in fiscal stability and discipline. Starting from the or

reason for, the classical liberal state, I undertake an analysis of the historical theoretical backgro
choice. The development and application of public choice analysis can work towards restoring

especially after the outbreak of the global financial crisis that generated the enormous increases
deficit and debt in the developed democracies.
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1. he Classical Liberal State

he state is the basic institution of organization in contemporary societies. Historically, in the mode

need for a state and for strong centralized power, which was the dominant political demand of the s

16th and 17th centuries, we have moved on to the societies of the 20th century, where the state

institutional solidity, expanding functionally into almost all spheres of action in economic and so

20th century, apart from its central political role which inherited from the 19th century the state e
course of continual expansion, implementing actively interventionist economic and social policies.

There was a parallel shift in the theoretical interpretation of the state. Thus from the all-po

consolidated state sought by Machiavelli in the person of The Prince1 [1] , and also by Thoma

Leviathan [2] , “that there might be order in the jungle of human affairs”, we proceed to the classical

Locke3 [3] , whose purpose was to protect, with a minimum of intervention, the natural rights

freedom and property. The appearance of Adam Smith4 [4] and his work at the end of the 18th cen

consummate the classical liberal system of John Locke [3] , forging an indissoluble link between t
economic and political freedom. This is the type of state bequeathed to the 19th century by

Enlightenment and the philosophers of Natural Rights: a state with a central political role but w

economic and social intervention, a state that was dubbed by its anti-liberal opponents “the ni
state”.

The most powerful critique of the classical liberal state was articulated by Karl Marx5 [5] , who laid th

for his critique during the 19th century, when the classical liberal state was at its zenith. Marx’s scien

presumed the formation of a state controlled and administered by the Communist Party in the

proletariat6 [6] . Through the state the proletariat would control the means of production and mak

the just distribution of wealth. But as we know these theories did not prosper and the planned soc
organized7 [7] [8] by a socialist state failed8 [9] - [19] .

The most important development to be noted in the vicissitudes of the 19th century classical liber

gradual transformation in the course of the 20th century 9 [20] and its progressive elaboration into
multi-faceted economic and social activities funded through the continuously accumulated

establishing the enormous levels of public debt that above all characterise the developed democra

century 10 [21] . At the same time the expansion of state activities in contemporary democracies was

the restriction of decision making to within the mechanism of the market, accompanied by invol
state in the production and provision of a wide range of public goods and services11 [22] .

James Buchanan and the Public Choice School 12 [23] came into conflict with the phenomenon of the

role of the state in present-day liberal democracies. James Buchanan deplored the permanent situ

into which contemporary democracies had been plunged; censuring John Maynard Keynes13 [

through his work14 [25] prepared the political and economic ground for liberal democracy’s being

situation15 [26] .
My endeavour will accordingly be to demonstrate that fiscal policy in contemporary democracy is
state fiscal control of necessary productive activities but to generate deficits which cause it to

inflating it enormously to serve special interests16 [27] contrary to the public’s interest in fiscal eq
discipline.

In our day this phenomenon is more than obvious and more than hazardous. In addition to the tra

demand for public deficits from political pressure groups that undermines the creation of wealth an

income to unproductive activities17 [20] , after the outbreak of global financial crisis in 2008,
emergence of an old-fashioned expansionist
Keynesianism18 as a macroeconomic policy to offset the insolvency of big financial corporations,

countries in particular (USA, UK 19 [28] and the EU nations) dramatically increased their fiscal defici

their accumulated public debt to huge levels. The consequences for fiscal stability could not be w

after all, an economic policy triggered by the emergency spending bill of the Bush administration a

by the election of President Obama with his devoted political support for a giant program of econom
An economic policy that propels the economic system straight from global financial crisis to global

crisis20 [29] . A procedure that introduces unprecedentedly increased systemic risk into the glo

unavoidably weakening the last resort21 [30] role of the state. It is evidently time for restoration of

on the basis of an economic policy oriented to the principles22 [27] and tools of public cho

policy within a democratic framework of constitutional control both of the public deficit and of de
decisive reduction in the size of government.

2. Democracy and Fiscal Control

After the Second World War the exercise of fiscal policy was one of the main methods, perhaps the

for implementing policies of state intervention. Its objective was to achieve economic stabilizatio

term and redistribution of income in the long term. But the chief instrument for achieving these goal

deficit, manipulation of the size and structure of which clearly presupposed a foundation of st

support. It was in this way that we ended up de facto in economies which not only tolerated defic

aspired to them for the purpose of making fiscal policy more effective. On these assumptions fisc
losing its traditional rationale and was being displaced by policies of expansion.

Notwithstanding their narrowly economic character, these developments nevertheless had immedi

consequences for contemporary democracy. Before we embark upon this subject, which will be ou

concern, let us pause for a moment on the question of the public deficit. We will concentrate in pa

USA, whose economic history provides the best possible illustration of the dramatic change in

treatment of the public deficit. Before the 1930s the rule was for fiscal surpluses to be generated in ec

periods and rising phases of the economic cycle. The fiscal surpluses that were created in the period

easily covered the federal deficit and paid off the federal debt generated in times of war and econom

On the basis of this practice a strict regime of fiscal control grew up whereby in years of recession th

that was generated was covered by preceding surpluses which, when they were not adequate in c

recession or long-term or large-scale warfare, had to be restored out of the surplus from the fir

favourable years. This long-term strategy of restoration of the deficit successfully supported the eco

depression or war years while preserving the principle of fiscal control in the exercise of governmen

This enabled the state to deal more painlessly with crises, making available previously accumulate
emergency gold reserves. The contemporary state, by contrast, bloated and weighed down with

public debt and fiscal deficit, is chronically crisis-ridden. Given the great inertia and inflexibility w

afflicted it soon shows symptoms of low productivity, increasing unemployment and disinvestment

is aggravated by the absence of suitable gold reserves and other mechanisms that would enable t
the economic recession and emerge from stagnation. Implementation, therefore, of this rule of

control to counteract the detrimental effects of economic recession using reserves saved from period

upturn undoubtedly had beneficial consequences. Above all it approached fiscal policy in a rat

firstly utilizing it as a means to achieve stable and balanced financing of basic functions of the s
utilizing it as a means to avoid unexpected adverse developments in the economic cycle.

After the 1930s, the decade of massive economic crisis where very large deficits were accumulated, w

returned to surplus, even after the Second World War, when the global economy experience
prosperity. It was indeed considered that this long-term growth and consolidation of the prosperity

economies in the 1950s and 60s was precisely the achievement, indeed the crowning glory, of t

economies and unrestrained public deficits. This took place under the influence of the Keynesian

the classical liberal tradition of fiscal control and as part of its institution as the post-war orthod
economic policy-making and fiscal management. The ultimate gain from this
Keynesian new orthodoxy 24 [32] [33] [34] [35] was a deficit in democracy and a disdain for

characteristics25 [36] whose consequences for management of the economies of modern democ
become evident, and did become evident, in the economic morass of stagflation26 [31] .
Fiscal deficits have therefore greatly reduced the significance of budgetary restraint, whether by g

by individuals, breaching the continuity that should exist between the microeconomic and macroec

and between consumption and total levels of production. And this, in turn, in an inexorable chain

meant determination of fiscal policy purely at the level of politics27 [37] , with governments using fi

secure easy re-election, along with continual expansion of governmental intervention and the role

the economy, producing an ever greater number of public goods and services and making th
inflating deficits in every possible way.

While fiscal control in the classical liberal tradition is subject to the salutary influence of economi

the state budget acting as a mechanism for placing financial restraints on the government, fiscal de

the Keynesian tradition assume an altogether different function of politically pre-empting and fundi

defined needs of the electoral body. The result is that there are no restraints on the utilization of

which are in the hands of politicians, and no ceilings to act as an upper limit on uncontrolled increas

This concentration of precious public resources in the hands of politicians makes them a point of r

system for the shaping of public choice. Individuals form coalitions, creating and indee

becoming pres- sure groups29 [36] in the service of special interests whose aim is to persuade politi

public choice in accordance with their own particular sets of priorities. Politicians thus take on the te

being brokers of the democratic political system, assembling majorities of individuals to legitimate a

all of society the task of funding such public goods as are of maximum advantage to powerful pr

The outcome, therefore, of the Keynesian evaluative fiscal tradition of public deficits is the manipul

choice in the most inappropriate manne30 [36] with the most improper consequences31 [36] from th
the public interest32 [37] [38] [39] .

Thus, in present-day democracy, the fiscal deficit provides the worst possible service to macroecono

policy, exacerbating rather than moderating economic cycles, functioning as a perennial source o

economy, hindering the consistent and rational decisions that could be made by maximization pro

state authorities and individuals. At the same time it serves as the means for reproducing and furth

the inordinate influence of the overly large state33 [40] , whose mission is transformed from promo
interest to satisfying the particular interests of closed coalitions and pressure groups.

Fiscal control must therefore be brought back as a last line of defence for contemporary democra

individual who is its prime subject. Within such a context fiscal policy would rediscover its authen

relevance to the overall logic of a prudent macroeconomic policy 34 [41] . For this to be achieved th

revaluation of the virtues of the 19th century Liberal State of classical fiscal tradition, where governm

in size and effective in the quality of its action. Fiscal control can be made possible through intro

balanced budget, statically, but with provision for its dynamic implementation over time throu

offsetting of deficits and surpluses depending on the rising or falling momentum of the economic cy

If moreover we provide modern democracy with panoply of constitutional restrictions35 [36] [42] [

fiscal deficit and on public debt, and revive the principle of unanimity or near unanimity on m

collective decisions (Knut Wicksell, 1958) [44] , we will have offered a secure method and

contemporary rapprochement between government and public interest in a reconstituted democrati

3. Constitutional Consolidation of Fiscal Stability

In a democratic society the state must have a limited role, leaving the maximum possible decision

to the market36 [7] . As I have attempted to demonstrate, on the basis of the principles of the classic

economics, the state must be treated as a mechanism for community action subject to rational restr

by individuals in constitutive agreement between themselves so that their collaboration may ta

organized manner, with institutions and rules, in such a way as to maximise the positive outco
cooperation and minimise the problems, conflicts and improper conduct37 [38] .

In the opposite eventuality, that of blunting the rational restraints on state intervention, legislative

of state power for a more active presence in organized economic and social life, but also with en
bureaucracy in its procedural role, then the state acquires an organic relationship with indi

community, approaching them as inseparable elements of its own organism, composition, dev
expansion, with effacement of individual rights and values as the inevitable consequence.

In this unfortunate circumstance the state evolves on the basis of its own internal organic logic3

purely biological in character and centred on a self-feeding process which through constant incorp
operations of ever more resources leads to its anti-productive and illiberal gigantism39 [7] .

Restoration of fiscal control and stability in the form of constitutional restrictions40 [27] , with in

adoption of the balanced budget in its dynamic form of implementation, in parallel with and con

evolution of the phases of economic cycles, provides a potential for rationalization of the public sec

size41 [7] [41] , not granting the political system and its bureaucracy the leeway in funding for individ
to be exposed to the peculiar form of slavery that prevails if the state becomes a Leviathan.

4. Conclusion

Contemporary democracy can progress towards effective social organization when individual righ

for individual choices whose overall outcome forms the collective choice through the mechanism o

a regime of freedom underwritten by a system of legal rules. In those specific and necessary i

collective decision is required for the proper functioning of social organization, the state can
framework of strict limitations imposed by individuals with high-level constitutional backing. The
this case plays a decisive role in ensuring that its manner of drafting and the high principles of

place effective limitations on the state, not allowing the constitution to be used as a legislative poin
for the further expansion of the state and the exacerbation of its public deficit and debt. On thi

constitutional base, an economic policy on the direction of public choice analysis can restore the
before the sovereign debt crisis breaks out, bringing the global economy to its knees.
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of fiscal deficits, as it has become possible to spend without taxing.” p. 398 op. cit., Buchanan (1987).
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net welfare cost of successful rent seeking activity is remarkably underestimated. Parente and Pre
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33Specific analysis in Chapter 9, “The Threat of Leviathan”, in the book by James M. Buchanan,
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underwritten limitation of fiscal deficits and public debt. See in this connection Geoffrey Brennan
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36James M. Buchanan (2005, p. 27) explicitly explains why our academic task is to get the truth

science through to the wider audience of ordinary people as well. “The spontaneous order of the m

intellectual idea that is not naturally understood by those who have not been exposed to th

economists. And economists themselves in their sometimes zeal for working out the intricacies of co
have neglected their primary didactic purpose”.

37Mark Jackson (2005, p. 277) explains how the application of constitutional economics contr

strategy. “Constitutional economics proposes and pursues a strategy to solve public-policy prob
supplies rules designed to reduce the opportunity set that rational politicians confront.”

38James M. Buchanan, (2005, p. 23), attributes the strength of the state and the high demand for a na

in the 21st century to the fear of the people to undertake their own responsibilities. “And it seem

many persons do not want to shoulder the final responsibility for their own actions. Many person
afraid to be free.”

39James M. Buchanan, (2005, p. 29), “The liberal principle that persons are to be free to create taxa

and if they so choose is not consistent with the socialist principle that the welfare dependency
beyond plausibly acceptable fiscal limits.”

40James M. Buchanan, (1993, 1), “Or, in other terms, how could the constitutional framework be re

players who advance generalized interests are rewarded rather than punished.”

41James M. Buchanan, (2005, p. 28), “Such an idealized capitalistic system would, at most, comma

up to fifteen percent of national value product” and W. Lee Hoskins, (2001, p. 259), “A constitution

limiting government share to something less than twenty percent over a multiyear period wou
necessary long term focus for fiscal policy, giving it some credibility and predictability.”
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